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THE BLACKWATER IS AN IDEAL VENUE PROVIDING A TRAIL 

OF 20KM FOR CANOEING ENTHUSIASTS OF ANY ABILITY.  

THE RIVER LAZILY MEANDERS THROUGH THE BEAUTIFUL

COUNTRYSIDE OF COUNTIES ARMAGH AND TYRONE, 

FLOWING GENTLY INTO LOUGH NEAGH. 

FROM LOUGH NEAGH THE OPTIONS ARE ENDLESS .

Finding freedom in Northern Ireland on the

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

In the unlikely event of an Emergency use the following numbers:

Police and Ambulance 999 (all phones) or 112 (all phones)

If venturing out on Lough Neagh:

Coast Guard 999 (all phones) or VHF channel 16

Note that mobile phone reception is unreliable in many areas.

SAFETY
Canoeing is an adventure sport and as such should be treated
with respect. If you are new to the sport, it is advisable to join
an organised club where expert coaching can be provided. 
(Details of clubs can be found at www.cani.org.uk)
When participating in Canoe sport note should be taken of the
following safety advice:
1. Do not canoe without adequate buoyancy in the form of a 

personal life jacket or buoyancy aid. Canoe buoyancy should
be sufficient to keep the canoe afloat if you capsize.

2. It is recommended not to canoe alone – three boats is the 
minimum required for most rescues.

3. Remember – a canoe may be difficult to see from a larger 
craft – carry a whistle.

4. You do not need to be able to swim vast distances but you 
will need the water confidence to deal with a capsized boat
and get ashore safely.

5. Wear adequate clothing, prolonged immersion in cold water 
leads to hypothermia – hypothermia can kill. 

6. Consider attending a recognised training course, which 
explores skills, safety and environmental issues.

7. Carry and know how to use a map and compass.
8. Lough Neagh can become very rough in strong winds - 

carrying rafting poles is a sensible precaution (rafted canoes
are more stable in rough conditions).

9. Leave details of your journey with a responsible adult.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Tourist Information Centre/Accommodation:

Armagh T: +44 (028) 3752 1800

Craigavon T: +44 (028) 3832 2205

Dungannon & South Tyrone T: +44 (028) 8776 7259

Police - non-emergency: T: 0845 6008000

Currency: The Blackwater Canoe Trail is in 

Northern Ireland. Pounds Sterling 

are accepted everywhere in 

Northern Ireland. 

Information Updates: Any changes to the trail that may 

occur will be updated on our web 

site as we are made aware of 

them. Please log on and tell us 

what’s old, what’s new and 

what you thought of the trail!

www.nicanoeing.com

Acknowledgements: Photography: Boyd McClurg, 

Peter Dew & Mark Claque

Canal History: Thomas McIlvenna
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Disclaimer:
The information on this guide may not be 100% accurate – it is designed to be used in conjunction with
an OSNI 1:25000 map. The publishers, authors and contributors can accept no responsibility for any
loss, injury or inconvenience sustained by any person as a result of information or advice given in this
guide.

A boat crossing of the River

Blackwater operated at

Maghery for hundreds of

years. It was a strategic

crossing point, along with

the one at Bannfoot where

the River Bann enters Lough Neagh, and whoever ruled

the land controlled the crossing point.

In more recent times, Campbell, Baxter and then

Mackle owned the ferry and the last ferryman was

Richard Hanna who operated the ferry from the early

1950s until 1969. The ferry was timber built and

measured approximately 30’ x 15’ and was just big

enough to take 2 cars or a dozen cattle! The distance

between the two banks was 50 yards. A thick rope ran

on two pulleys along the side of the ferry and was

secured to strong posts on each side of the river. The

ferry was moved manually by the ferryman pulling the

rope from one end of the boat to the other until it

reached the opposite bank. 

The ‘Ferry Bridge’ for pedestrians and cyclists was

opened in May 2002 and is part of the Loughshore Trail

– Route 94 of The National Cycle Network. It is a well-

used facility which has helped to restore some of the

lost social activity in the area.

This slipway provides access to the Maghery Cut which

was built in 1803 to avoid the sandbars at the mouth

of the Blackwater.

Natural Environment

Trees found growing by the

riverbanks include alder, willow and

birch. These species all require

damp conditions in which to grow.
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On the edge of the lands of the

National Trust Property ‘The

Argory’, Bond's Bridge was built

in 1895 and is a listed structure.

A ferry ran here until the bridge

was built. 

Wildlife

The Grey Heron will frequent

rivers in search of food. They

use their long legs to wade into

the water where they can be

seen fishing using their sharp

eyesight and dagger-like bill.

One of the first birds to begin nesting in Spring, they

usually nest in groups, high up in trees. Nests are

repaired or constructed in February.

Access Point 2: Blackwatertown

Access Point 4:The Argory

The Argory was built in 1824 for

Walter McGeough. It has a fine

setting on a slight rise overlooking

the River Blackwater on the

Armagh/Tyrone border close to the

village of Moy. The house is a time capsule with

everything as it was at the turn of the century.

Electricity was never installed in the main rooms;

instead the house was lit by gas from the acetylene gas

plant which was installed in 1906. A celebrated feature

of the house is the magnificent cabinet barrel organ

built by James Bishop of London which is one of the

most important of its kind.

Wildlife

The Tree Sparrow is a scarce farmland

bird (not the same as the well known

house sparrow) usually found nesting in

ruined or disused buildings close to

water. It feeds on small invertebrates

and seeds from the riverbank grasses.
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Access Point 6:Verners Bridge

Verners bridge, named after

the Verner family, was built

around 1910. The family

seems to be of Norman

origin, a gentry family with

an estate at Churchill on the

Co Armagh side of the

Blackwater. Thos Verner, born on 24th March 1774 was

the eldest child of Col James Verner MP. He became

the first Grand Master of the Orange Lodge of Ireland,

founded 21 April 1798 after the Battle of the Diamond.

His brother William fought at the Battle of Waterloo.

His horse ‘Constantia’ lived in retirement at Churchill

until her death in 1835. Her tombstone is now built

into the wall of nearby Verner’s Inn.

Wildlife

The dipper is usually found in

upland streams and rivers but

can also be found where

lowland rivers run fast and

shallow. It is a brown bird with

a white chest and can be seen

bobbing up and down on stones

in the middle of the river.
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Benburb contains a number of

historic buildings.The Servite

Priory of Our Lady of Benburb

has been established in a

Victorian Mansion formerly

occupied by the Bruce family.

Its grounds contain the remaining three towers and

massive walls of Benburb Castle poised above the

river. The Castle, built by Sir Richard Wingfield in

1618 probably occupies the site of an earlier fort of

Shane ‘the Proud’ O’Neill.

Wildlife

The Barn Owl is a very scarce

lowland farmland bird that hunts

riverbanks at dusk and throughout

the night. It feeds on mice and

pigmy shrews that live in rough

grassland along rivers.

Specific points of interest

Benburb Castle, Benburb Valley Park, Servite Priory and

Mhacha Pottery.

Benburb Castle

Coney Island

Barn Owl

O’Connor’s Stronghold is a

scheduled monument and is

thought to be the remains of a

17th Century fortified house.

The structure was possibly a

watch tower to guard the

mouth of the River Blackwater and the strategic

crossing point where the ferry once was. The structure

has a commanding view over Lough Neagh and Coney

Island and was on a peninsula until the Maghery Cut

was built in 1803 creating Derrywarragh ‘Island’. 
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Moy was designated a

Conservation Area in 1984. 

Its name derives from the

Gaelic words ‘An Maigh’ 

which translate as ‘The Plain’.

Charlemont Fort, built in

1602, on the banks of the Blackwater, by Charles

Blount, Lord Mountjoy, became the home of the

Caulfield family, who, when raised to Peerage, took the

title of Charlemont. Later, Roxborough Castle was built

on the Co Tyrone bank of the river Blackwater and

became the principal seat of the Volunteer Earl and his

descendants. Both Roxborough Castle and Charlemont

Fort were burnt in 1922. The cast iron gates which

formed the grand entrance to Roxborough Castle still

remain to this day.

Wildlife

The colourful kingfisher which can

usually be seen darting past on its

way up and down stream nests in

holes along high riverbanks.

Specific points of interest

Roxborough Castle, Iron Gates, Round Tower,

Charlemont Fort, Dermot Cavanagh Painting Workshop.

Antique shops.
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Blackwater
Canoe Trail

This 20km trail is a superb flat water venue

for canoeing enthusiasts of all abilities.

From the head of the trail at Maydown Bridge

the river meanders lazily through the

countryside acting as the boundary line

between the counties of Armagh and Tyrone. 

Approximately halfway down the trail, situated on the

banks of the river, you will find the Argory - one of the

National Trust’s beautifully kept properties – the grounds

and house of which are well worth a visit.

The river comes to an end at Maghery Country Park,

where it flows gently into Lough Neagh creating a breath

taking view on a fine summer’s day. From here your

options are endless! 

Lough Neagh is Europe’s largest inland Lake spanning 90

miles in circumference. It is possible to paddle all the

way to the Irish Sea via the Lower Bann (grade 2 with

weirs) situated at the North East end of the Lough.

Coney Island which is situated in the south west corner

of Lough Neagh about 1.1km from Maghery Country Park,

is steeped in history with its motte and ancient round

tower. Rough camping is permitted on the island.

Lough Neagh can be a serious undertaking as large waves

build on the vast expanse of water during windy periods.

The Lough is an ideal venue for the experienced open

water paddler.

For those who wish to know more about the area, there

is onshore interpretation at points marked 1- 9 on the

map. A condensed version of the information is provided

in this guide.

This guide has been designed for canoeists by canoeists.

It gives practical advice on everything required for an

enjoyable experience including details of campsites,

water points, phone numbers etc.

Happy Paddling!

The townland of Blackwatertown is named ‘Lisbofin’

which is from the Irish ‘Lios Bo Finne’ which means

‘Fort of the White Cow’. For the last part of the

reign of Elizabeth I this part of the Blackwater valley

was at the centre of a titanic struggle between

successive O’Neill’s and the Crown. Control of the

Blackwater and its fords was vital to both sides. To

the O’Neills, the river was both a physical and

symbolic barrier protecting their heartlands in what is

now Co Tyrone. To the Crown, control of the crossings

would help protect the lands to the east and south

and provide secure bridgeheads from which to attack

the O’Neill powerbase. News of defeat in the Battle

of Benburb in 1646 sent shock waves through the

Elizabethan world, both the scale and the nature of

the defeat were remarkable.

Wildlife

Otters are seldom seen by walkers

but tracks and signs can indicate

their presence. Visitors should look

out for footprints in soft sand and

mud along the riverbank or for

spraint (droppings on stones), which contain fish

scales. Otters also live in holes called holts and are

indicators of healthy rivers.

O
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Lying 1km off shore from

Maghery Country Park, this

National Trust owned Island

is one to be explored. The

island has a rich history

spanning many centuries with evidence of human

occupation dating back to 8000BC. It was one of the

most westerly outposts of the Normans during their

occupation of Ireland from 12th Century. The Island

boasts a campsite and is steeped in history with its

motte and ancient round tower.

Wildlife

Daubenton’s Bat (also known

as Water Bat) can be found

feeding over the water at

dusk, in Spring and Summer.

It roosts by day in holes in

nearby trees.
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Grey Heron

Dipper

Daubenton’s Bat

The remains, a chimney

stack standing about 30

feet high were possibly

part of a sizable

Elizabethan or Jacobean

building. Although

recorded as O’Connor’s Stronghold, the ruins were

often known locally as O’Neill’s Castle and was

thought at one time to have been used as a prison.

The area around Maghery was once the territory of

the O’Connors but over time they were forced to

become O’Neill subjects. It is thought that the

O’Neills hired the O’Connors to man the stronghold

to control the waterways and land around Maghery. 

Wildlife

In the hedgerows look out for

bullfinch, song thrush,

blackbird and a wide range of

other birds and plants.

Bullfinch

Access Point 9:Coney Island
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APPROXIMATE SCALE

This leaflet has been developed by CANI and CAAN.

The Canoe Association of Northern Ireland is the governing
body for canoeing in Northern Ireland.
Email: office@cani.org.uk
Website: www.cani.org.uk

The Countryside
Access and Activities Network

for Northern Ireland

The Countryside Access and Activities Network is
responsible for the strategic development and
management of countryside recreation across
Northern Ireland.
Email: info@countrysiderecreation.com
Website: www.countrysiderecreation.com

Both CANI and CAAN endorse the principles of
‘Leave no Trace’ and the ‘Country Code’.
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CANOE TOURS

MAPS OF THE AREA: ARMAGH: 1:50,000 Sheet 19

Useful to carry but not essential unless going onto Lough Neagh.

M
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Overnight camping
Overnight camping is permitted on Coney Island (a small fee is
charged). To camp on Coney Island please telephone:
Kinnego Marina +44 (028) 3832 7573.
Coney Island Warden : 0788 7827230.

Official camping
Kinnego Marina is situated on the south shore of Lough Neagh
and is approximately 14km from Maghery by canoe (25 mins
by car). Please call +44 (028) 3892 7573 for further information.

Site Parking Toilets Showers Water Facilities near by

Coney Island • • • Maghery village

Kinnego Marina • • • • Maghery village

GR - Grid reference 
(using OS 1: 50,000 or 1: 25,000 map)

1 Be friendly and polite to local residents.

2 Drive slowly with care and consideration and park 

sensibly without causing obstruction.

3 Be as quiet as possible.

4 Get changed discreetly out of public view.

5 Get permission before going on to private property.

6  Avoid wildlife disturbance and environmental 

damage - only go ashore at recognised landing places.

7  Be considerate to other water users.

8 ‘Leave no trace’ of your visit and take all litter home.

Have respect for anglers

1 Keep well clear of anglers fishing from banks and boats.

2 Keep clear of shallow gravel areas of rivers where 

salmon and trout may spawn - especially during 

November, December and January.
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Kinnego Marina +44 (028) 3832 7573 (guided tours, overnight trips, instruction and family trips)

Craigavon Watersports Centre +44 (028) 3834 2669 (guided tours, canoe hire*, overnight trips,

instruction and family trips). The Watersports Centre particularly

welcomes individuals and groups with disabilities.

Bluelough +44 (028) 4377 0715 (camp/canoe hire*/guided tours/instruction and accommodation)

Tollymore Mountain Centre +44 (028) 4372 2158 (guided tours/instruction)

*For insurance purposes these companies will only allow you to hire their boats if you have a minimum of a 

BCU Level 2 coach award (or equivalent) for the craft that you wish to use, otherwise you will need to hire a

qualified instructor. 

Bluelough offer a 50% discount to all CANI, ICU, BCU, SCA and WCA members! 

canal steadily deteriorated to a mere drainage ditch. The

latter, since its opening in 1841, had not been a success.

Stretching from Charlemont on the Blackwater to Wattle

Bridge on the River Finn, it was nearly 46 miles long. Lack

of local support, poor maintenance and serious construction

flaws all contributed to its demise in 1931, one of the

major construction flaws being that the locks were too

narrow for the lighters (or barges). 

In their own way the Blackwater, Coalisland and Ulster

canals have played important roles in the development of

the local regions and their potential as a network for

pleasure boating is being recognised. Landscaping of the

derelict Coalisland Basin and improved towpath access has

rekindled the age-old tradition of walking, “down the line”.

The vibrant campaign to restore the entire canal as a

leisure and tourist amenity is  underway and, if successful,

will be a major contribution to boating and canoeing in

Ireland. On completion, it will be possible to paddle or sail

from Limerick to Coleraine! 

The Blackwater, Coalisland & Ulster Canals

The River Blackwater, dividing counties Tyrone and Armagh,

has been travelled for thousands of years as a highway.

Early Celtic settlers, Viking raiders and English invaders all

used it to their advantage. 

In the early 18th century plans were made to construct the

first modern inland waterway system in Ireland. The

Blackwater with the Upper Bann, was incorporated into the

scheme and the two planned artificial channels became

the Newry Canal and the Coalisland Canal (known at the

time as the Tyrone Navigation). 

The ‘Coalisland’ Canal was opened in 1787 to exploit the

coal fields of Tyrone and barges transported coal to Lough

Neagh and down the Newry Canal (opened in 1742) to

Newry and Dublin.

On entering the River Blackwater from the Canal at ‘The

Point’, barges would sail down the river for about three

miles to Lough Neagh at Maghery, where they navigated

the mouth of the River by Derrywarragh Peninsula, causing

endless delays through silting, flooding and blockages.

In 1802 work started under the direction of Daniel Monks

to excavate a short channel from the eastern bank of the

Blackwater River straight to the lough shore through the

lower section of Derrywarragh Peninsula thus turning it into

what is now Derrywarragh Island. This famous cut,

finished in 1803, allowed vessels to avoid the

sand bars at the river’s mouth. 

A pontoon bridge was soon erected and was later

replaced by a fixed bridge to allow access onto

Derrywarragh Island. 

In 1888, the Lagan Navigation Company took over the

ownership of both the Tyrone Navigation and the Ulster

Canal. The former, although never a very profitable

enterprise as a trading waterway, gave rise to the unique

town of Coalisland with its concentration of industries. In

1946 the last commercial vessel left the town and the

With the exception of Maydown Bridge all sites cater for disabled

access to varying degrees. For more details and pictures please visit

nicanoeing.com and click on ‘canoe trails’.
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